Rewitnessed corners

Leonard Whitmore, U.S. Forest Service

22
Closing corner for secs. 22-27 West boundary
Original stone (beneath a 40 in. fallen snag) mkd. 27 on S.E.
and 22 on N.E. faces.
16 in. fir, S. 40° 30' E., 7 ft. mkd. S24BT (new BT)
18 in. fir, N. 21° E., 17 ft. mkd. S22BT (new BT)

In the presence of Mervin Whitmore, February 11, 1961

28
N. E. Corner of section 28
Original stone with 4 notches on N. and 2 notches on S. edges
12 in. fir, S. 41° W., 11½ ft. mkd. S 28 BT (new BT)

In the presence of Mervin Whitmore, February 11, 1961

½ cor.
Original post with stone mound at base.
12 in. fir, S. 31° 30' W., 57 ft. mkd. S22BT (new BT)
22. 23
12 in. fir, S. 5° E., 25½ ft. mkd. S23BT (new BT)
By Mervin Whitmore, April 8, 1961

½ cor.
Set a 4"x4"x36" fir limb with a rock mound at base.
9 in. fir, N. 15° W., 55 ft. mkd. S9BT (new BT)
7. 8
14 in. fir, N. 40° 30' E., 65 ft. mkd. S8BT (new BT)
By Mervin Whitmore, April 8, 1961

½ cor.
Set a 4"x4"x24" fir limb for corner
12 in. fir, N. 21° W., 47½ ft. mkd. S19BT (new BT)
19. 20
18 in. fir, S. 8° E., 19 ft. mkd. S20BT (new BT)
By Mervin Whitmore, March 28, 1961

½ cor.
Set 1½ in. pipe, 2½ ft. above ground
50 in. snag N. 62° 15' E., 11 ft. (original)
20. 21
20 in. elder S. 30° 30' W., 31 ft. (original)
In the presence of Mervin Whitmore, March 25, 1961

Sec. Cor.
Closing corner south boundary between secs. 20-21
Set a fir limb
16 in. fir, N. 36° W., 62 ft mkd. CTL459W320BT (new BT)
18 in. fir, N. 61° 30' E., 114 ft mkd. CTL459W321BT (new BT)
Corner is located on an open Salal flat 164 ft. west of
common corner to secs. 28-29

In the presence of Mervin Whitmore, March 25, 1961